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United We Stand
This winter, NY State’s budgetary woes got
NYSUT has also repeatedly proven to us, by
both word and deed, that they will continue to do
worse, and the park system statewide was
everything in their power to protect members' jobs
facing severe cuts from Governor Paterson.
Orient Point, Heckscher, Montauk Downs Pool, and rights.
and West Bath Pool were slated to be closed.
The JBLC was looking at significant layoffs.
Over the winter, our contract negotiation team
met in Albany with GOER and other State agenStatewide rallies, like the one we attended cies. These meetings were a first in the history of
the JBLC. Based on those meetings and subsein February at Heckscher, sent the message
quent communications, we remain hopeful about
loudly that NYS residents want their parks,
successful resolution of this long-standing issue.
period. (See B&B 3-30-10.) The legislature
( For the full story, see B&B 4-18-10 and the slideagreed, and went to war with the Governor,
show at www.jblc.net. )
re-instating funding for parks.
The Feds chimed in, reminding the State
that not opening parks would force NYS to return millions of dollars to the US government.
The economic numbers are also on our side,
showing that for every $1 spent by the State
on parks, $5 is generated in local revenues
and taxes.
It was a very busy winter for your Executive
Board and Beach Reps. Many actions were
taken on your behalf, and here we present
some of what has been accomplished. We
made a lot of progress this winter, and more is
forthcoming. Please take a moment to thank
your Rep and EB for their time and efforts.
In conjunction with NYSUT, we are working
hard to undo the challenges facing us. Since
the Budget has not yet been approved, we
cannot categorically make claims. But at this
date, it appears that there will be no layoffs,
and facilities open in 2009 will again be open
in 2010.

Last year, to save positions, we proposed the
now popular “Voluntary Leave of Absence” (VLOA).
By our efforts, it will be offered again, you do NOT
have to take the re-hire test to be eligible, and
there is no cap on the number of people who can
take it. But if you want the opportunity to work
later in the summer, you must take the test now.
We also arranged for the four extra test dates,
and for them to be electronically timed and held
indoors at Nassau College. We will have a Union
table at all Re-hire Tests going forward. Contingent
upon the Budget, there will also be a New Hire
Test. The Junior Lifeguard Program will proceed as
last year. We reached a satisfactory (but temporary) solution to the Hither Hills off-season trailer
storage issue. Jones Beach has 2 new Kubotas.
With the help of NYSUT, we created two new
official Union websites. The Administrators will be
Cary Epstein for the JBLC site and Mike Defina for
the NYSLC site. Due to cost issues, Cary shut
down his site in February, but helped with the
creation of the new JBLC site. Mike will continue
his site.

The 2010 JBLC Directory is near completion, and
will be distributed after processing updates received
at the Rehire Test. Please notify us ASAP about your
new contact information. Get your business and/or
crew to place an ad in the Directory to cover the
$500 cost of printing. Contact TD or Cornacchia
with text, images and money. Please do this ASAP!

Pre and post-season staffing are now both on a
strict seniority basis.
Also with NYSUT Legal’s assistance, the NYSLC
and JBLC By Laws were brought closer together in
both language and intent. The JBLC Constitution
was brought in line with that of NYSUT.

The Master Email List will be updated with the
info received at the Rehire. It will be used to send
the JBLC Bucket & Buoy and the NYSLC Guardian.
The List will remain under our control, and be used
only for JBLC and NYSLC - related activities.

The JBLC is a local chapter of the NYSLC. The
first ever NYSLC Representative Assembly was held
this Spring, with Delegates from around the state in
attendance. We ratified By Laws, a budget, and
worked on many issues affecting NYS lifeguards.
The JBLC received $15,000 in a return of dues, to
be used for Corps activities. ( For the full story, see
The Alumni Association is verifying the 2,000+
names in its possession. Once we have an accurate the Guardian 3-29-10. )
list, the planning for the Mega-Reunion will begin.
Page 4 of this issue has a NYS policy statement
It is our hope to bring every past and present JBLC
about workplace violence. Despite better communimember together at once, and to build a contact
cation methods and protocols for action, successful
network. Steve Levy, Mike Defina and Ashley
Hughes have been working diligently on this list for resolution of the problems at CM, WBHO and WBHP
has been compromised by cuts in the number of
many months.
Park Police. We have been promised improvements
“Due process”, in our setting, is simply defined. . with the issues of lighting and patrons in the
“Where an individual is facing a deprivation of life, employee parking lots. We broached the issue of
lifeguard safety at all our parks, and it remains a
liberty, or property, procedural due process mandates that he or she is entitled to adequate notice, high priority for us.
a hearing, and a neutral judge.“ Fourteen Union
members faced disciplinary actions. After due
We are exploring the concept of an “after hours”
lifeguard
vehicle patrol, to be instituted as a pilot
process was applied, in mutually agreed upon
program
this
summer. Our Safety Committee has
resolution, all resulted in non-termination.
developed new standards for wing stand weight,
and other new equipment is in beta test stage.
After a lengthy and often contentious reexamination of our seniority system, we arrived at a
.We promised to make the BRA stronger, and that
more streamlined version. In direct consultation
has happened. Attendance and participation at BRA
with NYSUT Legal, language was simplified and
meetings has increased and been consistent. (Is it
clarified, and certain items were removed. The
items removed were proven to be in direct opposi- the pizza?) More Reps are engaging their crews in
dialogue and survey about issues before us. Even
tion to the “universal union understandings” that
the form and tone of our disagreements is better.
serve as the foundation for all labor unions.
At the 5/19 BRA meeting, the Beach Reps
voted 14 to 2 to support the NYSLC recommendation to remove Article XI, Section : Note (In-House
Transfer Rule), from our Seniority Rules. This
removal will take effect for this season, the result
being that anyone considering a change in status
must do so at the draft.

For some time, we have been recommending to
management an entry fee increase and longer
hours of collection. That has been implemented.
We also suggested obtaining outside sponsors contributing towards park maintenance and staffing.

We initiated and continue to hold meetings
between the Captains and the Executive Board.
They serve as a forum for an exchange of views and
information. Executive Board members sit in on the
regular pre-season meeting between management
and Captains. We initiated Training Sessions
between the JBLC officers, Union and management
But some crews are not being represented. We
hold meetings all year, and you should elect Reps
that will attend meetings in the off-season.
When we present an organized, motivated and professional face to NYSUT, the public and management, we grow stronger. Our requests and recommendations are viewed as responsible and credible

In April, we were invited to the AFT National
Convention in Washington, D.C. We attended a
number of training seminars and made important
political connections.
We are fortunate to have the ongoing advice and
support of our NYSUT and UUP reps. Together, we
are laying the foundation for our generation and the
next. But we cannot do it alone. We will not do it
alone.
We need your participation, even if in a small
way. Be responsible in your dissent. United we
stand, divided we fall. Join us as we go forward.

Lifeguard labor union pioneers

We encourage you to get into the habit of viewing each website.
Some of the same information will appear on both sites.
But each will also have content specific to its intended viewers.
The JBLC is a chapter of the NYSLC,
so NYSLC news is pertinent to you as well.
To access the Jones Beach Lifeguard Corps website,
click here www.jblc.net
To access the New York State Lifeguard Corps website,
click here www.nyslc.net

